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The latest book from Kimberly Sciaraffa Berlin teaches jewelry makers how to make 22 wirework

pieces from start to finish. Jewelry makers are treated to Kimberlyâ€™s freeform style of wirework

as she wraps and weaves around beads and cabochons to make showcase pendants. She then

explains how to make many styles of chains and clasps, so every part of the piece can be

handmade. After mastering the component techniques, jewelry makers will find the resulting

components are completely interchangeable for thousands of looks!
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Kimberly Sciaraffa Berlin is a full-time jewelry artist, she teaches wireworking classes in San

Antonio, Texas, and is the author of Build Your Own Wire Pendants. Kimberly lives in San Antonio,

TX.

Another winner from Kimberly Berlin. Tons of ideas in here. Each project has variations and you

could see each idea as a leaping-off point for more ideas. This book is great for beginners and

intermediate wire/Jewelers-if you are an advanced wire weaver or Jewelry designer, you may have

done all this already, but the chains and drilled pendants are very creative and inspiring.

This has become my 'go to' book for chains and pendants - either wrapping Cabachons or beads

with holes. The instructions are clear, accurate, and easy to follow. And every project includes

multiple other ideas and variations sparking my creativity. I find myself pulling out this book whether

I have a pendant and I need to make a chain to go with it, or if I have a beautiful Cabachons or



glass piece or a special bead and I want to make a necklace with this as my focal piece.

This is a very good book. Lots of interesting designs for working with wire. Kimberly Sciaraffa Berlin

used a bail making plier for many of the designs. Until reading her book I had no idea how useful the

pliers would be. It makes it so much easier to make the designs using these kind of pliers. I highly

recommend this book.

Super book for us wire wrappers. I consider this book a foundation for learning wraps and wire

gauge that will carry thru to more complex ideas. Kinda like learning your ABC's of wire jewelry!

Fabulous book, fabulous chains and pendants. I've already made several and have watched some

of her youtube videos.

I love making my own chains, and this book is full of ideas. I have a variety of mandrels, and have

tried some of the chains in a variety of sizes. The designs pair well with the book The Missing Link.

Creative and original.

Wow! Just received the book, and I don't know what to make first! This is a winner!I purchased this

book and didn't get a review copy.Your other book is also fabulous!The basic info, you need is

there. As an example, using a bobbin is explained. OK, you can probably figure it out, but it's nice to

see it in print.The editing is fabulous. You got so much info, in this book.Buy the book, you won't be

sorry!Please write another book!Thanks for this winner!

bought for a friend. its a great book. very nice patterns well written easy to understand
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